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... Serving the University Community for 17 years.
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INSIDE
D C~nvertible cars will never become
outdated, just updated. See page 11.
D To find out the latest in predicting
sinkhole-prone areas see page 7.
D Editor has hope for SG improvement
despite apathetic student body, page 9.
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SG gets recom.rnendations for improvement
by Adam Latham
Future news

Because of internal problems in last year's- student
government, the office of Student Affairs selected six
former UCF student body
presidents to review and give
recommendations for improving student government.
The
committee
of
presidents, comprised of
Walter Komanski, James Str- .

inger, Lee Constantine, Gary DThat there be an annual elects can become acquainted · reverting to a general fund
Anderson, Richard Walsh, retreat set up to orient with administrative pro- until the student senate
reallocates the appropriation
Mark O'Mara and Armando members of student govern- cedures;
Payas Jr., presented their ment to the operating rules DThe student body president with the student body presiideas at the last senate ~nd goals of the organization. should present his ad- dent's approval.
meeting.
According to the panel, "It is ministration's goals to the DA. long-range planning comTheir recommendations en- important that all par- senate and that the president mittee should be formed with
compassed ten aspects of stu- ticipants in student govern- should · design all long-range a percentage of the budget
dent government, -r anging ment feel comfortable with legislation and present that constitutionally set aside for
long-range responsibilities
from the orientation of their responsibilities."
legislation to the senate.
senators to the rules of im- DStudent body president DThe student body president and programs.
peachment.
elections should be held should have a line-item veto D Fewer cabinet po~itions
The panel made· the follow- . sooner to set up an interim power over the budget passed
so, page 1
ing recommendations:
period so that president- by the senate, with funds

Million ·dollar budget
passes student senate
by Jayne Day
Future news

The Activities and Service
Fee budget, which is over $1
million, has been approve4 by
the student senate for the
1984-85 academic year, according to Tim Albrecht, student
body vice president.
The budget was presented
to the senate at their June 12
session, after a standing committee and a special committee spent· months revieW:ing
the _budget requests of clubs
and organizations on campus.
The money _to fund the
budget is obtained through a
fee whereby students pay, as
part of their tuition, $2. 73 for
each credit hour of cours.e s a
semester.
The amount of the fee
varies among Florida: s nine
state universities from $2.73
a credit hour to $4.00 a credit
hour, according to student
body President John Sowinski. UCF currently has the
lowest fee in the state.
The total amount that UCF
students would pay into the
account for th~ 1984-85 year
was established by using a
projected fall enrollment
figure.
The budget, which is
available to various selected
groups on campus, was P8:SS-

Library opens main doors
by Dana Menk
Future news

ed by the senate soon after it
was discussed on the floor.
Monetary issues usually
cause high emotions and
Sowinski was pleased with
the easily achieved decision.
"I'm glad to see it passed.
It happened very quickly,
within 5 minutes," Sowinski
said Monday after reviewing
the finished product.
Major areas such as Student Government al'ld the
Student Center, two of the
largest groups covered,
received the benefits of this
allotment.
In order to obtain specific
amounts of funds, a group
must come before the senate
to express its particular
needs.
Members of the Organizations, Appropriations and
Finance Committee, which
was responsible for drawing
up the budget, are Rob Rotter, chairman; Dennis Lasley,
vice chairman; Cindy
Spraker, senate pro tempore;
·a nd .Dave Rokes and Mary
MacArthur.
Members of the special
committee which was created
to help complete the budget
were Sowinski, Albrecht,
Alan
Taylor,
George
McGowan along with the
members of the OAF Committee.

The main doors of the library will be put to
full use next week, signaling the end of construction for at least one building on campus.
The circulation desk has been moved from
the temporary side entrance back to the front
of the library and the fence barricades have
been removed, however, there are still some
finishing details to be_done inside the building.
Departments inside the library will be moving around but the library will remain open to
stude ts. Only during' the three weeks between
semesters, from July 27 to August 20, wil th~
libr~y be closed for moving.
The two years and $7.5 million of renovation
have turned the library into a more modern
facility with updated ·equipment and ample
Tim Barto/Future

Library, page 3

Tim Barto/Future

Health center doctor retires after 16 ·yeors at UCF
A university search committee has begun looking for
Stoner's replacement and is
After 16 years as UCF's on- currently interviewing aply full-time doctor and direc- plicants, according to Dr.
tor of the Health Services, C. W. Brown, dean of
Edward W. Stoner, M.D. will students.
retire on June 29 this year.
Other than Stoner, the
In discussing his years at health center has eight
the university, Stoner is most registered nurses, about eight
proud of the three-year-old clerical workers, a business
Health Facility Building. He manager, a pharmacist and
said, "It is really a good two part-time doctors.
building for the future and it
An intern program, which
should be adequate for many has been in the planning, is
years to come; it was design- now underway at the center,
according to Dr. LeVester
ed that way."
by James Searls
Future news

Tubbs, vice president of stU:dent affairs. He said Dr.
Sherry Brooks, the supervisor
of in terns for Florida
Hospital, has been working at
the center for several weeks.
Beginning in the fall she will
bring one or two interns to
the campus on her visits to
the center.
However, Stoner is concerned about the future of his
department and believes the
center needs more physicians.
He recommended that the
university hire three full-time
physicia'ns and a physician

with business experience to
direct the health center.
"We see anything yqu
would see on the outside (off
campus), and this is a very
nice facility, but we need to
cut down on the time spent
waiting to see doctors,"
Stoner said.
Another cause of concern
for Stoner is the funding for
the center. The estimated annual budget for the department is $200,000. He said,
''We are operating on the
budget reserves for this fiscal
year and within two fiscal·

years we will have to raise the
health fee or go broke."
The health fee is currently
$18 in the fall and spring
semesters and $12 in the summer term. There was no increase recommended for the
fee in the 1984-85 year.
Even though Stoner has
been busy planning for the
future of his health services
department, he has not
neglected his own retirement
expectations.
He and his wife, Hazel, plan
Stoner, page 6
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News beat
Weight Club

looki~g

for members

Jim Pericaud, a graduate student, is looking for individuals
interested in reactivating the weight lifting club at UCF.
Membership is open to students, ·faculty and staff. Male,
female and handicapped persons are welcome to join. There
will be a wide range of weight lifting activities offered, including Olympic-style, power lifting and body building. The
first meeting will be held after the fall semester begins. Call
Jim at 656-9515 for more details.

Summer grad ceremonies planned
Summer graduation ceremonies ·will be held in the gymnasium on July 27. Starting at 8 a.m., students graduating
from the Business Administration, Engineering and· Health
colleges will receive their diplomas. The second ceremony, for
graduates of the Colleges of Arts and Sciences, Education and
Liberal Studies, will begin at 11 a.m.

Ham operators prepare for field day
The UCF Amateur Radio Club will participate in a 36-hour
nonstop exercise at Lake Claire this weekend. The national
Amateur Radio Field Day, which starts tomorrow, is designed
to help amateur (ham) radio operators sharpen the skills they
would need in case of a communication crisis. The Field Day is
sponsored by the American Radio Relay League, a national
scientific and educational membership organization representing the interests of over 400,000 hams in the U.S. and Canada.
Anyone who is interested in attending or helping out can call
Jim. Yates at 282-6328.

A challenge awaits
Four graduate engineering students were chosen to work on a research project
developed through a grant from Kennedy Space Center. From left to right they ar~
Craig Kirkland, Joe Bartlett, Susan Taylor and Nancy Lorenz. Under the Mode} for
Human Factors Interfacing grant, two students will conduct library research on
human error analysis and the other two will learn specifics about ground support
tasks.

People in the news

The Council of Arts & Sciences will hold it's eighth annual
Publicity Workshop July 25 at the Rollins .College Bush
Science Center Auditorium in Winter Park. The workshop, to
begin at 8:45 a.m., will feature experts in the media and public .
relations field. Topics' include developing a campaign on a
limited budget; identifying, reaching, and maintaining audiences; writing news releases and public service announcements; the do's and don'ts when dealing with the
media; and image building. The registration fee, which is $20
($17.50 for Council members), inciudes a publicity handbook
and a list of all print and broadcas.t media in Central Florida.
Lunch is $6. Registration deadline is July 20. For more information, call Terri at the council, 843-2787.

Hospital gives out free snake chart

Campus close-up

Brookwood Community Hospital is offering free poisonous
snake charts to the community. The Snakes Alive! brochure includes the full color snake chart along with life-saving first aid
steps and how to recognize a venomous snake bite. The
brochure is a ·iuide by Andy Koukoulis, director of wildlife at
Cypress' Gardens, and prepared by Brookwood in conjunction
with WCPX-TV 6. For a free brochure, call the marketing
depa~tment at Brookwood Hospital at 295-5151, ext. 1080.

seeking access to married stu- even makes special trips to
dent housing. The two accommodate extra demand.
students are challenging rules
which restrict the housing to
married students or those
with families. The students
maintain tliat such restricWho's in the dog house tions amount to discriminanow?-While a loud roek band tion on the basis of sexual
was playing on the Lake Erie orientation, since they cannot
Away with waste- People
College campus, vandals legally marry.
were given a chance to get rid
smashed the cast iron body of .
, of their toxic wastes at a
a mascot dog, much to the
dump ·site on the University
dismay of students. Tiberius
Be a Pepper-The Dr. Pep- of South Florida campus. The
II, as he was known, was per delivery man who serves Amnesty Day program was
often ''dressed'' for special Southern Methodist Universi- created through a plan by
days on campus and was a ty does such a good job that Florida
Sen.
George
favorite at the women's col- he recently received the first- Kirkpatrick. According to
lege.
ever award for outstanding Amnesty Day officials, the
service to the school. Staff average citizen is the biggest
members in the business ser- generator of toxic waste in
Marriage
is vices office said the delivery the state, wastes that would
discriminatory- Two lesbian man has been filling machines ordinarily be hauled away by
students at the Umversity of faithfully for five years, the garbage man.(From the
California-Santa Barbara are without .a complaint, and he USF Oracle).

Concert to help heart association
An "Elvis Tribute" starring Rick Younger with Orlando's
Southern Express band will be held next Friday, 8 p.m. at the
Northgate Plaza. The tribute, presented by J & R Vanetta Productions and Flea-A-Rama, also stars Hill Top recording artists, Mark and Gail West, from New York. Tickets are $6 per
person at the gate and all proceeds go to the Central Florida
chapter of the American Heart Association.

workshop focuses on publicity skills

Fourth of July gala to offer plenty
The Old Fashioned Fourth of July Celebration, to be held at
the Stephen Foster State Folk Culture Center in White Springs, will offer food, fun and music for everyone. The one-day
celebration, from 9:30 a.m. to 8 p.m., begins with music, games
and contests. A lunch of American dishes, including hot dogs
and cotton candy, will be available. From 2 p.m. until 8 p.m.
there will be continuous musical entertainment, ranging from
country and jazz to gospel and stringband tunes. The event
marks the nation's 208th birthday and the 158th anniyersary
of the birth of Stephen Foster. It is sponsored by the Depart. ment of State's Bureau of Florida Folklife, assisted by the
Division of Recreation and Parks. Admission is $2 for adults
and $1 for children ages 6-15. The Center is located on U.S. 41
in White Springs, just three miles east of I-75 via SR 136.

been appointed to the Educational Products Information
·Exchange Committee of the
National Council of Teachers
- of English. The committee
reviews computer software
programs in various subareas
of the English language arts.
• • •
Dr. Lokenath Debnath,
chairman of mathematics, has
been elected one of the vice
presidents of the C~cutta
Mathematical 'Society in India. He is a life member of the
society and has been serving
as one of the editors of the
Bulletin of the . Calcutta
Mathematical Society since
1973.

Mark Stern and Henry Kennedy,
political science; J.
Paul Hartman, Assistant
Dean of Engineering; and
Thomas Greenhow, history,
will be travelling through
Canada this summer on factgathering trips.

Nursing students Elizabeth
Hinkelman and Wendy
Glenn, both rising seniors;
and Marilyn Wilming and
Lori Patrick, two R.N.'s earning their B.S.N. degrees, were
awarded nursing scholarships
sponsored by Beverly Enterprises. Beverly Enterprises is
a national network of over
700 nursing homes.
• • •
Dr. Richard G. Denning,
chairman of engineering
technology, has been elected a
member of the Technology
Accreditation Commission.
The commission is the national policy-making body of
the engineering technology
division of the Accreditation
Board for Engineering and
Technology.
• • •
Dr. Nancy R. McGee, of instructional programs, has

•••
Four UCF professors each
received a faculty enrichment
grant from Canada for their
summer travel to the country.

...•

•••

•••
The Central Florida chapter
of the Florida Engineering
Society awarded Sallie L.
Douglas with a $750 scholarship from the American Consulting Engineers Council.
Douglas, an electrical
engineering student, was
chosen from among 15
finalists in the area. She has a
degree in nursing and works
on the operating room staff at
Orlando Regional Medical
Center, but Douglas is also interested i.n mechanical
engineering.

I

I
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Quartet seeks election to congress, support .from students
by Dana Menk
Future news

{

•
I

...

Page 3

UCF students took the opportunity last Wednesday to
hear wpat an Orlando
Republican will do if he is
elected to the U.S. Congress.
Rob Quartel, 34, told
students who attended the
College Republican's meeting
that the people of this district
need a representative who
does not straddle the fence.
Quartel announced his candidacy for the 11th Congressional District June 5th. The
position is currently held by
Bill Nelson, a democrat from
Melbourne.
"We cannot wait for Nelson
to find a safe position on the
deficit, .on crime .. ," Quartel
said. '•It is not enough to look
like, to talk like, to act like a
congreesman... [or]to be a nice
guy."
He went on to say that in
Nelson's five years in congress, he has passed no
legislatio:n. Quartel said: "I

know who to go to in
Quartel said that . sup- are on social security, like my Protection Agency. He also
Washington to get things porters of the proposal are·on- grandmother and yours, live served on President Ford's
done. I know what the issues ly concentrating on a certain off that income from savings White House staff and the Ofare."
group, and that there should · bonds.
fice of Management and
During the meeting, be more emphasis on solving
Quartel's
campaign Budget staff. He went on to
Quartel asked the students the problem as a whole, presents him as a "doer" and receive a Master's degree in
what issues were of concern _ regardless of the ·persons age. stresses his experience in Public and Private Manageto them and what they would
Quartet outlined his stand government. Quartet, who ment from Yale University's
like to see accomplished.
on other issues, including his was born in Virginia and grew School of Organization and
Most of the questions support' for enviropmental up in Central Florida, heads Management.
The 11th district covers
centered around education concerns, simplifying the tax the D.R.. Quartel - Jr. In~.
costs and the lack of financial system and reducing the $200 management company. He part of Orange, Osceola and
aid.
billion federal deficit.
conducts studies for and acts Indian river counties and all
Quartel said the amount of - He said the defense depart- · as an adviser to clients in of Brevard County. Nelson,
financial aid has not decreas- ment spends $4.10 to mail business' and government on· who curr.e ntly holds the seat,
ed nor has it increased to each payroll check to govern- public policy strategy.
intends to run for reelection
match the number of students pient employees.
After graduating from Rice but has not made a formal
who· qualify for aid. He also
"That is $4 million a University in 1973, Quartel statement yet, according to
said financial aid should be - month," Quartet said. "The served in the Environmental his Washington, D.C. offic~.
based on. an income-need re- government needs better .--------~---~-----,.-;:;-~---,-=----=c---c ,
quirement.
business management." ·
Responding to a question
As a solution to the federal
Toyota
Datsun
about the possibility of a deficit, one student at the
< Honda
higher drinking age, Quartel meeting suggested the
said that education seems to government declare nationar
be the solution to the prcr · bankruptcy.
STUTTGART MOTORS SHOP
blem. There is currently a proQuartet said half of the
3951 Forsyth Rd. - 8-31
posal on the national level to deficit is due to interest
Winter Park, Florida
ENGINE
cut federal highway funds to payments, 95 percent of
Ph. 305-657-1604
10% DISCOUNT
TUNE·UPS
states who do not raise their which goes to individuals. He
UCF STUDENTS
BRAKES
drinking age to 21.
said, "Most of the people who
FRONT·END

Library-from page I

.

space to grow, according to
Lynn LaBrake, associate
director of the library. The
size of the library has increased to a total of 220,000 square
feet, making it the largest of
UCF buildings thus far.
The first floor currently
houses the instructional
resources departm~nt and the
campus radio station.
The main entrance is on the
second floor with the circulation desk, a lounge, and
several study tables up front.
Two classes are temporarily
being taught in rooms on the
second floor and a third class
will be held on the fourth
floor.
A garden is being planned
for L.the first floor roof area.
The garden will be visible
from a window across from
the second floor elevators.
In addition to five
elevators, previous fire
stairwells will be open for
everyday use.
The third floor houses current and bound periodicals
and study tables,
Moving up to the · fourth
floor are books and journals.
The fifth floor will be used
for processing, administration, group study rooms, carrels and lounge furniture.
There is also a room for
special collections and archives.

We Know How To Take Care
of the Student Body.

WITH CERTIFIED· FURNITURE
RENTAL, YOU GET QUALITY
FURNITURE WITH· MAXIMUM
CONVENIENCE
e ·T HREE ROOMS ONiY $39.-9 5/MO.
e SPRING SPECIAL: RESERVE NOW FOR
THE FALL-GET FREE. DELIVERY.
FURNISH YOUR LIFE IN STYLE!"·

-----CElrr•IED. -----FURlllTURE RENTAL

998 North Semoran Blvd.
273-4140
STUDENT FURNITURE SPECIALISTS FOR NEARLY 20 YEARS.
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..-----~--------------------------~
CLASSES FO~MING NOW!
PREPARE FOR: SEPT. 15

W

Calf Oays Cvtni1111 I W11ktndl

rJ~-H

~ !!~~ 678-8400
mrl,~Tlrsw·:~·J~~~ll 2238 WINTER WOODS BLVD.
SAN JOSE EXEC CENTER
WINTER PARK, FL 32792

.STOP! LOOK! THINKI LISTEN!
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Two engineering students earn doctoral degrees
Two UCF students who are
earning their degrees this
summer will be the first to
have completed the re·
quirements for a Ph.D. in
engineering since the program was inaugurated local·
ly.
Madjid BelkerdiQ and Bob
Martin will be awarded their
hard-won degrees during sum·
mer ·g raduation ceremonies
July 27.
More doctoral students are
waiting in the wings of the
engineering college as they
work toward their degrees, ac·
cording to Dean Robert
Kersten.
As for Belkerdid and Mar·
tin, the two have shared an of·

fice, taught classes and
undergone similar difficult
studies over the past two
years. Both are married and
raising families, they each
hold a .master's degree in
engineering from this university. Martin earned his BSE
from the University of South
Florida and Belkerdid receiv- ·
ed his from UCF.
Born in Mulberry and rais·
ed in Orlando, Martin is a
1960 graduate of Edgewater
High School. He was working
for Martin Aerospace as a
missile tester ·when the bug
hit to "become a real
engineer."
Martin plans to spend more
~iII?-e with his wife, Sara, and

sons, Glen and Eric. He would
like to stay in teaching but is
confident he could move back
into industry.
Belkerdid's immediate goal
is also to spend time with his
family, his wife, Siiri, and
their new child, Danny.
Belkerdid said he loves
teaching and would like to
stay in Florida. He left his
native Algeria in 1972 to
enroll at the University of
Miami.
He worked in electronic
design en~neering in private
industry before returning to
UCF to pursue his master's in
electrical engineering as a
graduate tea'6.~n.g and
research assistall J .. .

EVENING STUDENT SERVICES

The office of Evening Student Services is
open Monday through Thursday from
8:00am to 9:00pm and Friday from
8:00am to 5:00pm to provide
information and campus referral
services. NO APPOINTMENT IS NEEDED.

Loccitlon: 2nd floor, Adm. Bldg.
Student Affairs Suite
Telephone: 275·2821

~

~
.Q

r

Madjid Belkerdid(left) and Bob Martin are the first to complete the requirements for
the Ph.D. in. engineering at UCF. They will be awarded their degrees during summer
commencement July 27.
'

U.S.MARINE CORPS
Platoon Leaders Class, Guaranteed Pilot Contracts,
Guaranteed Lawyer Contracts, Ground Contracts
( all other specialties )
STUDENTS ELIGIBLE: College Freshmen and Sophomores/ l st. and
2nd year law students (college seniors applying to law school)
PRE-COMMISSION TRAINING: Two six week training sessions during
two summer vacations (10 weeks, once, for lawyers)
TRAINING LOCATION: Marine Corps Base, Quantico, Va.
ON CAMPUS TRAINING: None
EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS: Must be enrolled in college as a full- .
time student.
DATE OF COMMISSIONING: Undergrads commissioned upon attaining
bachelors degree/ Law students commissioned upon completion
of training(2nd Lieutenant)
STARTING PAY: Up to $17,500.00 annually upon reporting for active
duty.

Other specialties available:
Intelligence Officer
Logistics officer
Engineer Officer
. Tank Officer
Communications Officer
Supply Officer
Aviation Supply Officer

Miiitary Police Officer
Aircraft Maintenance Officer
Air Traffic Control Officer
Disbursing Officer
Financial Management Officer
Data Systems Automation Officer
Public Affairs Officer

CONTACT Captain Brad James 1·800·432·2061

WUCF' 'FM

. 11·2AM

:0
~
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EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS * ANY DRIVER
PIP
* ANY VEHICLES
LIABILITY
* MOTORCYCLES
SR-22 (Immediate Filings) * VANS/PICKUPS
SUSPENDED LICENSE
* DWI
SPECIAL RATES FOR SUSPENDED DRIVERS

273·2222

X Deon
0

Family Insuranee Corp. _:2
9709 E. Colonial Dr.
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Stephen Gersuk, Easter Seals poster child, and Rod Luck of WCPX-TV 6, honorary
spokesperson for the Orlando Easter Seals Society, find a special moment during the
Softball Extravaganza.
.

Softball tournament scores big for Easter Seals
The fourth annual Easter
Seals Softball Extravaganza
was l;ield June 15-17 at Varner
Stadium, Lake Fairview and
Englewood Park.
Competition included double elimination tournaments,
marathon games and softball
skills contests. Each team
was asked to raise a minimum
$125 tax deductable entry fee.
The top fund raising team
won °Beer for a Year" fr:om
Schenck Company.
Donna Heath, Development Coordinator for the

Orlando Regional Easter Seal
office said, ''We had 100
teams enter and raised over
$15,000. Of course, the real
purpose of the softball extravaganza was for people to
·have fun while helping the
less fortunate, those with
handicaps, to live a more productive life.''
Proceeds from the softball
extravaganza help provide
rehabilitative services for
physically handicapped
children
and
adults
throughout the Central
Florida area.

The 1983 Easter Seal
poster child, Stephen Gersuk,
was born with Cornelia
DeLang
syndrome,
a
chromosomal disorder which
caused him to be born
premature and undersized.
The doctor told Stephen's
parents that he would never
walk, speak or function normally.
After over three years at
Early Intervention, Stephen
not only walks, he runs and
communicates and best of all,
functions as a little boy who
wants to learn.

New Duplex Villas
• 2 bedroom plans in the S50's
• in the City of Ovied9-5 miles to UCF.

Phone: (305) 365-4927

-p

INY.ERHALL COUNCIL PRESENTS

Summer Breakin' '84
.

.

Friday, June 22, 1984
Student Center Auditorium
8:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
Featuring

Knight Fo·r ce Break Dancers
The International Society Models
of qrlando,
Beer, Munchies,
Dancing
Admission
52.00 Dorm Students
53.00 Students
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We Do More
lhan Keep The Books
AT YOUR LIBRARY

Article features. UCF student

said this means students may
not be able to take a break
and skip a semester.
SPECIALIZING IN
About 100 students at UCF
THE UNUSUAL STYLES
are enrolled in the co-op pro- ,
gram this summer, according
11648 E. Hwy. 50
277·~015
· Across from Point After .
to Bob Williams, cooperative
Tues.·Frl. 9·8
education coordinator.
Sat. 9·5
He said the students work
For hair you can flaunt. ..
Berman-Master Stylist
anytime, anywhere, anyway.
for
a salary, usually between
10% off with college l.D.
$5.50 and $10 an hour. The
program turns out more
.;;;---------iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim;;;;;;;;;;;;--~
highly trained graduates who
can get better starting
salaries, Williams said.
He said about 90 percent of
•48 HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING
the co-op students are offered
•ONE HR. OR SAME DAY COLOR PRINT PROCESSING
a job with the same company
•SAME DAY EKTACHROME FILM PROCESSED
upon graduation, but only
•PRQFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE
•FULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS:
about half accept the · job.
mats, frames
Those who do not usually
•PROFESSIONAL PRINT DISPLAY PREPARATION:
work for other companies in
mounting, texturlzing, and spraying
the same business.
Member:Professional Photographic Society of Centr!ll Florida
· Williams said the program
offers invaluable experience .
to the students and a head
start in the job market.
OPEN M·F ~ 0:00-6:00
However, there are several r~
1O'Yo Student
SAT. 10:00-5:00
quirements which students
677-5558
.
Discount
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.L.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ must meet and maintain to
enter the program.
Students must have at least
a 20 credit hours of college
work completed and at least
one semester remaining at
school. They must also maintain a 2.5 grade point average
while in school and take 12 or
more credit hours in either
undergraduate or graduate
work.

@REDl<EN

FR5T

---- -FO"TdiNll"

where he is in engineer training, working with a cargo
operations group. The
magazine article also contains
a full-page color picture of
Goodmon holding his work
hat and a UCF catalog, with
the rockets of Kennedy Space
Center in ·the background.
Goodinon, who intends to
graduate next fall, is planning
his career in the engineering
UCF in the fall of 1981, is ma- field.
joring
in
aeros.pace
mechanical engineering. He · He said the co-op program
started working for NASA is especially helpful to
two years ago when he students with a technical maentered the cooperative jor, since it gives them the exeducation program here on perience of working in an actual ''work atmosphere.''
campus.
"The program is beneficial
The article, "Financing College: A way to Pay That's to both work and classes. The
Not Just Academic," by experience .helps with doing
Steven H. Madoff discusses class work," Goodmon said.
Cooperative education
how cooperative education
students can pay for their students alternate between
schooling while getting in- semesters of school and work.
They must also attend during
valuable job experience.
The magazine contacted the summers, either working
Goodmon through NASA or taking classes. Goodmon
A UCF engineering student
was recently highlighted in a
national magazine for his coop job with NASA.
.
In the .June issue of Money
magazine, several college
students, including 21-yearold Lance Goodmon, were interviewed for an article about
financing a college education.
Goodmon, who came to

GRAND OPENING

SALE!
FREE

VACATION

Stoner -from page 1

"HEAD FOR THE HILLS"
EVERY NEW OR US_ED
CAR O.R TRUCK DELIVERED

8.8°/o
·A.P.R.

Great Smokey Mo~ntain
Asheville, North ~arolina
· ;4 days/3 nights

FINANCING
ON ALL NEW DATSUN
NISSAN T'RUCKS
IN STOCK ,

.""

VISIT OUR
•New
•
•
•
•

Deluxe accomrriod'ations
plus extras.

VACATION
FREE!

r;,~~c~fi.'\fc.V>~
ALL
~&~~
NEW Ir USED

~~~

.

MARKED DOWN
SALE PRICES ON
WINDSHIELD!

Expanded
Mod~rn

Best Equipped
Professionally
Staffed

DEALERSHIP
EASY TO
GET TO
EASY TO
DEAL
WITH

NORMAN BROTHERS DATSUN
1983 N. Semoran Blvd.
Between Colonial & Univ. Blvd.
OPEN MON.·FRI. 8:30·9:00

657·9500

COMEAl/VE, COMEANDDR/ViTll/111

Dr. Edward W. Stoner
I

to take a trip to his home
town, Middletown, Penn., for
his 50 year high school reunion.
''After my wife and I finish
touring the country with our
travel trailer, I intend to go
deep sea fishing on my boat,"
Stoner said with a twinkle in
his eye. He then went off to
see more ailing students.
Whatever Dr. Stoner plans
for his life one can rest
assured it will involve much
activity and with much
benefit to those around him.
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Construction gets underway for the health facility
by James Searls
Future news

Another campus construction project will be getting
underway soon, but this one
will be completed in less than
five months. Construction on
the planned Health Services
Building, which will cost
$162,000, is to begin in July
and to be completed in October 1984, according to
Richard Lavender, projects
manager for Facilities Planning.
The one story building, to
consist of 2,500 square feet,
will house the dental aid program that the health center
recently took over from student government.
Along with several offices
for the health center personnel, the facility will also in-

elude a large conference room
for health-related matters and
demonstration rooms for student health education. The
facility will be financed entirely from student health
fees and will contain 10 to 12
rooms, Lavender said.
He said, ''This building will
be unique in a couple of different aspects .. .in its construction and in the method
of design we used.''
Lavender
said
the
superstructure, or st~el
skeleton, will use a special
structural steel framing
system delivered direct from
England. Heavy gauge prefabricated steel beams will be
attached to support girders
by steel pins enabling quick
assembly.
Foam insulation will then
be packed around the

skeleton between roof and
wall spaces. "The foam insulation makes this building
more energy efficient because
it will cost less to heat and
cool it. It should be
something special," Lavender
said.
All design functions,
Lavender explained, were
handled by Engineering
Management Corporation of

is anticipated for students using the Health Center during
construction. The new
building will be directly
across from the Health
Center, due ~est, and will be
connected to it by a concrete
apron. A possibility exists
that an overhead canopy
might be purchased to cover
the connecting sidewalk he
said.

Sinkhqle research takes guesswork
out of _predicting sinkhole locales

SG - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m page 1
should be paid positions. The
office of president, vice president and comptroller should
be the only paid cabinet positions.
DThe student body president
should be able to appoint
students to non-paying
cabinet offices without senate
a·p proval unless required by
statutes or the constitution.
D Senate operating rules
should be streamlined.
DThe student bOdy president
should be able to speak to the
senate during debate on matters pending before the
senate.
DAU positions, including
judicial officers, should be
subject to termination for excessive absences or a low
grade point average.
DA limit on the number of
continuous terms a senator
can hold 9ffice should be set
up. A former student body
president should not be able
to hold any position after his
term of president.
D The process of amending
the constitution should be
limited to once a year. There
may be more than one amendment, but all amendments
will considered only at one
specific time of year. According to the panel, this ''would
encourage forethought and
focus student attention on the
decision to be made.''
D The Judicial Council should
be appointed by the outgoing
president so as to prevent
preferential treatment for the
student body president.
DThe Judicial Council should
handle all disciplinary matters and rule violations, while
the senate shouid be free to do
its legislative work.
DWrongdoing of a criminal
or civil nature should be
reported to Student Affairs
for disposition with notice to
the accused wrongdoer.
D Malfeasance, misfeasance,
nonfeasance
or - noncompliance of a political or
budgetary nature should be
addressed to the Judicial
Council privately in a sealed
envelope and the Judicial

Orlando and were completed
by a new method of construction planning called a ''design
bill."
.
He said that design bills
give total control to the planning company, in this case
EMC. They oversee the offering of bids for construction,
hiring architects and supervising contracted work. ·
Lavender said no hardship

Council would hold a private
meeting between the accuser
and the accused to determine
probable cause.
D If probable cause is found, a
notice of the charge should be
made to the student body
president and senate. Summons should be delivered and
a council meeting ·arranged
where both sides would be
heard and a decision and
dispositions announced.
D The Judicial Council should
have the right to issue private
and public reprimands.
D If needed, the issue should
be referred to the senate for
consideration of impeach- ,
ment procedures.
DThe student body vice
president should not chair the
impeachment of the student
body president. The :proceeding should be chaired by
the Chief Judicial officer.
- The panel took five months
to arrive at the suggestions
which i:eceived unanimous
agreement.
Although there was supposed to be no debate on the suggestions, several senators
voiced opposition to some of
the recommendations.
Howevei:, student body
President John Sowinski said
some senators have already
approached him stating their
desire to initiate legislation
pertaining to the recommendations.
One of the recommendations that Sowinski was particularly interested in was
that of having ·the outgoing
president appoint next year's
Judicial Council.
''It's a good idea,'' Sowinski said. ''We have been trying· to come up with a way of
making the Judicial Council
more impartial, and I think a
system such as that would
work.''

Prediction of sinkholes that
could swallow a .new shopping
mall or subdivision does not
have to be guesswork, the
director of Florida's year-old
Sinkhole Research Institute
said.
Speaking to the advisory
board of the UCF-based institute at its annual meeting,
Dr. Barry Beck responded to
the
interest
among
developers and planners in
identifying areas prone to
sinkholes before they occur.
''We have a proposal ready
that would produce detailed
evaluation of relative
sinkhole susceptibility in an
area," said Beck. "All we
need is some funding to service clients.''
Meanwhile, Beck is putting
the finishing touches on a

statewide inventory of known
sinkholes, prepared with the
aid of a STAR (Service
Through Application of
Research) grant. It will be the
first of a kind and will be
available to users for a simple
computer access fee. The information will be updated on
a continuing basis, Beck said.
Outgoing advisory board
chairman' Gene Lent, of Fort
Meyers, who was appointed
to the post in 1982 by Florida
Insurance Commisssioner
Bill Gunter, warned that a recent absence of major
sinkholes should not be
misconstrued.
He said the natural and
man-made conditions which
contribute to sinkhole
development continue to exist.

Lent's replacement as
chairman is Dr. Martin
Wanielista, professor of environmental engineering at
UCF.
The sinkhole research institute was conceived two
years ago at Gunter's recommendation in the aftermath of
the Winter Park sinkhole that
generated renewed interest in
insurance coverage for such
disasters.
The decision to locate at
UCF cited the university's
proximity to the center of
Florida's most sinkhole-prone
area. More than 170 insurance companies doing
business in the state contributed initial operating
funds for the institute, as did
the Florida E.ngineering
Society.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Sowinski said he disagreed
with some of the suggestions,
such as limiting the cabinetpaid positions to just three,
saying that cabinet members
do too much work not to get
compensated.

Recent College Grads -

DO N MEALEY DELIVERS
A WAY TO START UP
WITH LESS DOWN

IT ONLY-TAKES
$100 DOWN
TO BUY AN '84 CHEVROLET

Chevette CS Hatchback Coupe

Monte Carlo Landau Sport Coupe

Camero Z28

NO PREVIOUS CREDIT NECESSARY
LOWEST GMAC INTEREST RATE
PAYMENTS AS LOW AS $132 PER MONTH
(BRING A COPY OF YOUR DIPLOMA OR CERTIFICATE OF GRADUATION)

DON MEALEY CHEVROLET·
3707 WEST COLONIAL DRIVE, ORLANDO 32808

(305) 295·7000 \~
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Hou.Se-Sit For Your Folks •

• •

·And help theinearn
while you learn!

SUSSEXP~CE
2 Becl/2 Bath Townhorne ViJlas
.

.

From Only $48,900!
Instead of throwing away tertaimnent, shopping, eIDployntoney by renting, tell your IDent prospects, and main highparents to niake a sIDart Inove ways. A Inodern co:nununity of
. . . by purchasing a villa at Sus- spacious, thoughtfully designed
sex Place! With Inonthly pay- townho111e villas, Sussex Place ofInents as low as $325*, it's the fers all the ainenities you deserve
·perfect hedge agahist mflation to help you unwind after a long
for your folks, ·and the perfect day at U.C.F.
hoIDe for you while
So, while your parWestinghouse
you're in sch091!
ents are investing in
A
Sussex Place, locat~
~o
your future, they can
N .
m
m
ed conveniently <?ff
be investing in their
m U.C.F.
c
°'
Alafaya Trail, is just
own, .too. Build honteColonial Dr.
minutes froID·the camowner equity for your
pus, and also close to
~
parents with R.C.A.'~
East-wes\
SI :ssn PL.\Cf:
fine restaurants, ensmart Inove to Sussex .
Place.

D

>i

.ia

~

. 4·

.ia
~

en

*

Curry Ford Rd.

-

-

OPEN DAILY 10 A.M.
305/281-6393 .
1/8 Mile East of Alafaya Trail
on Highway 50

Custoiµ Financing Available

* $48,900 sale price. $46,450 mer.gage
amount. Based on 7112% conventional
30-year financing . 13% APR . Interest
rates subject to change without notice .
Full details at Sales Office.
-

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

'I I 1/icrc ·Lfcq1111(c :\feel.' ;l//;1rd11Liili111!
A 01v1s1on of Res1denlial Commurnt1es of Amer~ca
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Opinion
Committee's ideas
set stage for change
The Committee of Student Body Presidents, a panel formed by Student Affairs to review and criticize Student
Go~ernment, may have set the organization on the road
towards doing its real job-serving the students.
The panel, formerly known as the Blue Ribbon Committee, was brought together by Student Affairs, after the
political situation in SG had become an obstacle to the
organization's ability to perform its duties. After 'five months of studying the system, the group made ten recommen. dations on improvements which it felt needed to be made.
1
The committee did good work, and their contributions
~ should be appreciated.
However, the root of student government's problems were
not even mentioned in the report. The basic flaw in the entire system is that the student body in general· could not
care less. This is a terrible comment on the intelligence of
the students when one considers the fact that student
. government administers a $1.04 million budget-$1.04 ·
million which comes directly from tuition.
Another testimony to 9tudent apathy is the pitiful voter
turnout in both senate and presidential elections. Only
1,773 persons voted in the recent presidential election. According to all projections, this represents only about 10 per- '
cent _of the student population for this fall. In last fall's
senate elections, only 967 of 15,600 persons eligible, voted.
In the committee, student government is exhibiting an interest in improving. It is a noble idea, but why should SG
change when the student body has s~ch a damnable at:
titude? If students are so passive as to who handles their
money and how it is administered, maybe SG should just be
done away with.

•••
Despite my overall dismay as far as the student body
goe'S, I still have hope for student government, esp·ecially
after hearing the panel's recommendations. They were constructive, viable ideas which bear attention from student
government.
The biggest challenge that SG faces in implementing
these ideas are personality and· ego clashes. Can SG overcome the trivial conflicts which have plagued them in the
past? Can they compromise to serve the students? Can they
turn themselves into an organization deserving of the
university's pride instead of a political playground?
We, that is th~ students who care, will wait and hope.

College Press Sen11ce

lnstru.ctor's should distribute papers
Editor:
have started here.
This is just a brief thank-you note to the
To alleviate this problem, I suggest that all
hard working soul who stole my Active Cir- instructors put up with the incovenience of
cuits laboratory notebook. Since this is the returning graded assignments in person, -or to
second time he has ripped me off, I really owe at least leave final exams aand projects in the
him a double "thanks"· and two large knots department office for the secretaries to
distribute in person. Fi;nally, I ask whomever
on his head.
This is a common problem whicJ;i begins stole my EEL 4309 lab notebook (or my EEL .
when instructors leave graded exams, 3122 final exam, or Mike Christie's EEL 4701
notebooks, and projects in a box outside their ·final project, or :ijen Abbot's second EEL
offices for students to pick up. The real root 4309 exam, or Kevin Redmond's EGN 3375
of the problem, however, is the lazy cheating ·labs, etc.) to return it to the Electrical
Engineering office. You've got yourself a
b~m who picks up papers other than his own.
Usually, this buin is someone who plans to good notebook, and it should earn you full
take the class the following semester and er.edit on 25 percent of your grade next fall in
want's a good file to reliev~ him of as much Active Circuits. I don't care if you copy the
work as possible. He always steals the best whole thing, but as long as I'm earning your
papers in the box (Why didn't you take the degree for you, the least you could do is let me
·
Thermo tests I failed?), photocopies them and keep ·my original work.
distribute·s them to his buddies. In the case of
my lab notebook, I probably saved some thief
and his accomplices more work and effort
Mark Johnson
Electrical engineering
than they have put illto school since they

•••
The only negative criticism of the report by the committee
lies in the section concerning impeachment and discipline,
specifically the recommendation that the Judicial Council
privately meet to address matters of wrong doing.
This suggestion can be interpreted as an infringement of
First Amendment rights to freedom of the press, as well as
the State of Florida's "Sunshine Laws."
Panel members equated the SG Judicial Council with a
grand jury and on that assumption, maintain that it should
be able to hold private meetings, similar to that of a grand
jury. However the analogy does not hold up. Grand juries
are selected randomly from the citizenry, while the Judicial
Council ~s appointed by the student body president.
The reasomng behind these private sessions, although not
addressed in the report, was clarified by panel members at
the senate meeting at which the report was delivered.
Members expressed a fear of trial by m~dia.
The First Amendment and Sunshine Laws aside, if a person has done nothing wrong, he/she has nothing to fear. The
public has a right to decide the guilt or innocence of a person
for themselves. If student government follows this particular suggestion made by the.panel, it will deny students
this most basic right.
Stephen M. Rhodes
Editor in Chief

Government is a contrivance of human wisdom to provide for human wants. Men have a right that these wants
should be provided for by this wisdom.
Edmund Burke

Lett~r

Letters to editor must by delivered
to the Future editorial office by 5
p.m. on the Monday Lefore publication. Letters must be typed' on a
60-space line and should not be more
than 250 words in length. AU letters
must be signed with the author's.
phone number to be considered for
pu blica ti on. Under certain circumstances, writers ' names will be
witheld upon request. All letters are
subject to editing.
Some letters may be disignated as
guest editorials at the editor 's descritien, with the permission of the
writer. All submitted matierial
becomes t he copyrighted property of
the Future newspaper.
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AboUtBulls
&Bears&
Savings Bonds.

THE FUTURE
.. .is looking for peop_le interested in writing
news, feature, and sports.
Start training now for paid reporters positions
which will be opening in the fall.
Pick up an application at the FUTURE offices.

When there's a bull market on Waif Street the \'Jriahle interest rc1te you
get U.S. Saving.s 1.3onds will let you share in those higher returns.

on

Rf S~
Take ~ ~~

But if the bear takes over. don "t pan~c you·re protected h\'
the Bonds'guaranteed minimum of 7.5'1o.
So join the Payroll SJvin~-; Plan.
Hold your Bonds five years or more.
•
and you can ride the bull and
beat the bear.
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for sale

typ.ists

Bicycle and elec. typewriter, like
new. For sale. Unbeatable price.
851 -8847.

CRAWFORD TYPING SERVICES
Fast-Accurate-Reasonable. Al'!
types of work. Large job discount.
Resumes $4. Near UCF. 282-0289
otter 6 p.m.

'7 4 Pinto $700 or trade tor model
3 TRS-80 computer wfl or 2 disk
drive. Call Lora at 275-2219 or
898-6077.
Cock-a-poo, blonde male, 7 mths.
$25/o.b.o. Call Lora at 275-2219 or
898-6077 otter 6 p.m.

EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Fulltime. Term papers, theses, reports,
resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar, punc., and editing
Included. Reasonable. Call Bea,
678-1386.

10-speed bike-22" men's Columbia. Great condition. No rust, 2
new tires, lock included. S65. Call
Danny 282-2480.

GRADUATION SPECIAL

Couch and chair set-gold cloth. 7
feet long. Rolled arms. S90 or best
offer. Call Rob 282-2600.

Tl 59 programmable calculator.
$75. Call 425-1926 otter 6 p.m.
Is it true you can buy surplus jeeps
for $44? Get the facts today! Hurry!
Call (312) 742-1142 ext. 689.

Free cover letter with resume
$10.00
A professionally typed resume
can make a difference; your
choice of white or ivory paper,
black, brown, blue ink. We can put
a package together to suit your
needs. Call Pat' at Hard Copy Typing and Word Processing Service.
275-5185.
RESUMES
Designed/typed-6 71-3007.

help wanted
Part time to fit your schedules: New
c orp. Get in on ground floor. Perl> Onnel recruiting-bring friends,
c lassmates, relatives. Teamwork
plus Percentage equals Better Inc ome. We train you first, so inquire
now. Call 275-659~ for appointment.
GOVERNMENT JOBS
Sl 6,559-50,553/year.
Now hiring. Your area.
Call 1-805-687-6000 ext. R-4628.
Summer help needed for home
cleaning service. Must have car
and phone. Call for details
671-7463.

TYPING. Accurate , Fast and
l<easonable. Minor Editing. IBM Sel.
II. All types of work. UCF empl. 1 mi.
from UCF. Marti 365-6874 otter 6
prn.
AUTHORS IN SEARCH of an experienced manuscript typist ! Call
Bea at 678-1386. Literary editing
available.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
Term papers, theses, resumes,
designed and typed. Minor edit.,
correct. of spelling. IBM equip.
Located 1 mi. from campus. Open
7 days a week. Guaranteed quali1y and fast turnover . Call
275-1709.
NEED A REPORT TYPED?
My full-time service offers accurate speedy & professional
results using state-of-the-art word
processing equipment. Term
papers, reports, resumes, cover
letters, etc. 3 miles from UCF. Pick
up and delivery available to campus. Call Pat at Hard Copy Typing
and Word Processing Service.
275-5185.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar punctuation. Term papers,
thesis , diss~rtations, research
papers, resumes, cover letters and
typing. All work prepared on Word
Procesors for error free neatness.
We have IBM Displaywriter, IBM
Mag Card, and AB. Dick Magna SL
Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
COLLEGE-We have 1O employees
for fast service-All are former or
current UCF students. One Day
Service Available- 671-3007.
WORD MASTERS
"The overnight cure tor the term
paper blues"
We can help you get your work
out
ON TIME.
277-3980 (Call 24 hours)
Rates:
1.50/page-regular
(The best you'll find.)
S2.50/page-OVERNIGHT
Both rates include GRAMMAR;
SPELLING and PUNCTUATION
corrections and a report
COVER and TITLE PAGE.
Split the cost among the
members of your group!
Our goal is to become UCF's
#1 word processing service.
277-3980 (Call 24 hours)
WORD MASTERS

INDEPENDENT THINKERS
We're seeking highly motivated
men and women anxious to make
it on their own. We provide the
training and the products that can
help you to be highly successful,
right from the start. We're Mutual
of Omaha-a Family of Companies specializing in insurai:ice
and financial services. For full
details on the exciting opportunity
we can offer you, call us at (305)
843-0441. Internship program for
Jun,iors and Seniors. E.O.C. M/F.
WANTED: ADVERTISING REP. FOR
SPACECOAST PUBLICATION. EXP.
PREFERRED BUT NOT REQUIRED.
CONTACT WENDY AT 676-1576.

Deadline:
Mondqy at 5:00 p.m .
other

roommate

VOLLEYBALL-men interested in forming club. Call Carl 282-2600.
Gals invited. We teach the game.
Practice M, W, 7-1 O p.m. UCF gym.
Bring good attitude.

Roommate neat, non-smoker to
share 2 bdrm. 2 bth. apt. Rent
S180/mo. plus 1/2 utilities. 1/4 mile
from UCF. Call Gabe otter 8 p.m.
282-8464.
Responsible male roommate
wanted. New duplex off Dean Rd.
2 bdrm./2 bth. Rent S220/mo. plus
1/2 util. Call Chris otter 4:30 p.m.
671-2311 .
.
Female
$250/mo.
garage .
Tuscawllla

services
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER. FREE
pregnancy test. Confidential. Individual counseling. In Ori., 827
Menendez Court, just off Gore, 2
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne
Hosp~ Daily/Sat. am. Call 425-8989.

neat, non-smoker .
Including utilities and
Call 365-8617 in
subdiv. 15 min. to UCF.

ABORTION SERVICES-FREE PREGNANCY TESTS-Low-cost Birth Control Services. Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Guest speakers
available. Director is UCF grad.
1240 Hillcrest, 1 block south of Colonial off Mills. 422-0606 or long
distance
call
free
1/800/432-8517·.

Fantastic Apartment!! I M asks F or
M 2 shr. 2 bdrm. apt. nr. UCF. lncls.
2 swimming pools, tennis, photo
dkrm., dshwsh. 281-6891.

for rent

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control
information, pregnancy tests and
councellng. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

Room with house privileges for
quiet non-smoker in country near
Oviedo. $140/mo. plus share
utilities. John Debo 365-8510 or
ext. 2268.
House for rent in East Winter Park.
From Jan 1-May 311985. 4 bdrm./2
bth. Fenced in yard, large fam.
room, screened in patio, cent.
heat/air. 671-7942.
Nice large room for rent. Private
entrance and bath w/kitchen and
dining privileges. S250 mo. Includes rent, elec., water. Please
call
422-2434
ext.
25
days-671-8594 eves. Ask for Ms
First. Prefer responsible female.
Duplex for rent. Beautiful, 2
bedroom, 2 bath, washer, dryer,
- wall to wall carpet. 1/2 mile to
school. S425 plus deposit .
293-1908.

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405

carpool
NEED RIDE HOME at 5 p.m. down
Univ. toward Semoran. Live in W.P.
area but will accept ride as far as
possible. Will contrib. towards gas.
Marlene 275-2171.

TOLL fREE 800·432-5249
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Convertibles return to America's roads
by Richard Truett
Future staff

Congress, in its coptinuing
efforts to protect us from
ourselves, came very close to
passing legislation that would
have made building a "safe"
convertible next to impossible in 1974. The auto industryresponded by discontinuing
convertible production the
following year. If one wanted
to purchase a new convertible
from 1976 to 1982 there were
only a few foreign models to
choose from: The Triumph
TR 6, 7 and 8, the MGB and
MG Midget, the Volkswagen
Beetle and Kharmann Ghia,
and the Fiat Spyder.
While these autos were nice
looking, especially the Triumphs and MGs, they were a
mechanical . nightmare, freq u en tly requiring · much
maintenance and causing untold inconvenience.
Two events have occurred
recently to convince Detroit
to try the convertible market
again:
older convertibles
such as the Ford Mustang
began to climb in value, sell.ing for as much as much four
times their original price, and
companies began springing

up that offered to convert a
hardtop model into a convertible. Caniaros, Firebirds and
Cadillacs · were the most
popular c~nversions.
In 1982, Chrysler, .under
the direction of Lee Iacocca,
reintroduced the domestic
convertible with the Dodge
400 model. The 400, sligh~ly
larger than the original 1964
Mustang convertible (another
Iacocca invention), sold in
respectable numbers; so
respectable in fact, that demand exceeded supply. · This One of the .several variations of th~ 1984 Ford Mustang convertible.
caused the other auto
makers-Ford and GM-to
jump on the bandwagon, and
now, once again, the
A:merican car buyer has a
variety of stylish models from
which to choose.
Leading the pack is the
most popular convertible, the
Dodge 600. This year it is
available with a turbo. Unfortunately, it cannot be ordered
with the 5 speed g~arbox, only an automatic. The Dodge is
an American-built car with a
This is the 1984 Dodge 600 convertible. Dodge was the first American automaker to rein·
Japanese drive .train-a
troduce
the conyertible.
curious,but effective marriage. The price, with all the
options is $14,500.

Plants

Cars, page 12

.Pothos thrives on minimal care
by Vicki White
Features editor

People can hook up to the computer system in the Learning
Resources Center of the College of Education if they have a
phone modem.

Plants seem to be a pretty
big part of college life.
Everybody has them. They
cover up all those empty
spots in a room and are
usually a lot cheaper-and
prettier-than a lot of the
stuff that gets passed off as
art. They make a home seem
homier.
One of the most common
houseplants around UCF
seems to be the pothos
plant, or Scindapsus aureus.

Computer .system ·brings
information hOm.e
by Vicki White
Features editor

Do you dread the thought
of research papers and the
mounds of books and paperwork that they entail? Does
the idea of spending long
hours in the library leave you
cold?
The solutions to these problems could be as close as
your fingertips, provided you
have a personal computer and
a telephone modem. Educational Foundations has set up
an electronic bulletin board
and message center that gives
an . e access to public domai software in the Learning
Resources Center of the College of Education.

The system is provided to
the community free of charge,
according to Dr. Bob Baird,
who initiated the program
and is the system operator. It
can carry messages from
special interest groups,
coursework and homework
from professors, resource
material and even games.
''It was originally set up for
teachers to have access to the
school's software," he explained. ''A school teacher
may be sitting down in Sebring and need access to our
software, but really may not
be able to find the time to get
Up here. It saves a lot of time
·to be able to get the informaLRC, page 12

Satin pothos

There are several varieties of
pothos, but the one that
most people see is the green
and yellow variety. In addition to this one there are
some varieties highly marked with cream streaks.
These varieties look like
big philodendrons, to which
they are related, with heart
or club-shaped leaves. Some
grow leaves up to two feet in

width and three feet in
diameter in the tropics,
where they hang off of trees
and look like something Tarzan would use for transportation. Their smaller cousins
can be grown in pots ·as
climbers or trailers.
In addition to these individuals, there is a smaller
variety of pothos that is
usually
sold
as
a
houseplant-the satin
pothos: This is sort of the
"milkman's kid" of the fami- ·
ly in that it is smaller and
the leaves have a soft, satiny
coat on them instead of being green and glossy.
Pothos plants are not too
finicky about their care. The
one thing that they ask for is
a nice warm place since they
are tropical plants. They
prefer subdued or indirect
light and not too much
water. Water them when the
soil feels dry to the touch.
They may be grown in peat
and sand, or ~ny kind of
commercial potting soil.
Give th.em a nice snack of
houseplant fertilizer every
two or three months. Any
kind will do.
Since they do not need
much light, they may be
troubled by mealy bugs.
These critters form small
cottony patches along the
leaf veins or where the leaf
stems join the main branch.
They also leave a sticky
secretion that forms shiny
patches on the leaves. The

bugs themselves are
grayish-white, oval and have
numerous
fringe like
filaments radiating in all
directions. They suck the
juices out Of the plant and
may eventually kill it.

Marble Queen pothos

All of these pests may be
eradicated 1>y treating the
plant with malathion or
Safer Insecticide Soap. Dip·
ping the plants in the solution is the best way of handling the situation, because
that way . all parts of the
plant come in contact with
the chemic_al. If you spray
the plants, you may have to
do it more than once tp get
rid of the pests. If the problem is not too bad. mealy
bugs may also be remo\red
with a stream of water or a
bI"U:sh.
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tion over the phone.''
It is a convenience for professors who are on the road
frequently, because they can
put the files they need into
the system and call them up
as they need them, instead of
carrying the file~ with them,
which is risky business when
dealing with disks.
The system can also be used
for
uploading
and
· downloading files and
!~ transmitting and receiving
~ electronic mail. In addition to
£ this, Baird says that some of
~ the computer programming
professors have their
A vast array of software is available in the Learning students turn in their work
J)esources Center.
over the phone. "This way all

they have to do is take the information from the bulletin
board home on a disk," he explained.
So far, the system has
about 500 people using it, but
Baird says it is still only
operating at about ten percent of its capacity. "We have
all kinds of people using it,''
he said. "Kids, families,
teachers, business forums.''
The Educational Foundations department of the College of Education pays for the
phone line, while the computer and software belong to
Baird. "It's something that
Dr. Cowgill (the associate
dean of the College of Educa-

tion), and I have wanted to do
for a long time.''
Persons interested in using
the system link up with it by
calling 275-2066. An explanation of the system with instructions will then appear on
the screen. Those interested
in doing some real heavy duty
digging can also hook up wih
the library's computers by
calling 275-2099.
Cars--from page 11

The Pontiac Sunbird is the
only domestic convertible
that does not start life as a
hardtop. All others are made
as hardtops, sent out and
turned into convertibles by
~-------------------------------------____:_,~~-----~ indepe.n dent companies. The
Sunbird can be ordered with a
turbocharged four cylinder.
By virtue of the European
style tail lights and front end,
the Sunbird is the nicest all
round package. The price is
$12,500.
The Ford Mustang convertibles of the 60s and 70s are
legendary in both performance and looks. A quick
look through the classified
ads will substantiat~ that.
But how do the new convertibles stack up? Ford offers
the widest range of options
for its convertibles than any
other company. One can get a
GT with a high output 302
engine, a turbocharged model,
or just a plain LX with a
snappy, yet economical six
cylinder. The new Mustang
convertibles are nice looking,
well performing cars, but they
sport one 'r ather large and unsightly problem: the top,
when fo'ided back, does not fit
neatly into the rear well-in
fact it does not fit at all into
the rear. Even with the tonneau cover it sticks up much
too high. This aside, the
Mustang convertible is a wellrounded car that · does not
detract too much from the
originai concept. Prices range
from $13,000 to $17,000
depending on the ,options.
Bui~k offers one convertible-the Riviera. It has no
options but comes with every
conceivable comfort one can
imagine. With leather interior
and power everything, the
Riviera is the top of the line
American convertible. The
price is $28,500.

Good ftiends will give you a break
when you're broke.

l

American
Red Cross

The dinner was sensational. So was the
check. The problem is, the theater tickets that
you insisted on buying broke your whole
budget. Enough to declare bankruptcy by the
time the coffee arrived.
p:~
A nudge under the table and a certain
destitute look in the eye were enough to
produce the spontaneous loan only a
·-· go-od friend is ready to make.
How do you repay him? First
the cash, then the only beer equal
to his g·enerosity: Lowenbrau.

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.
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Plus a $2,300 Savings

o ·nly $2,500 ·.o o·wn, From
$331 per mo:

Up to $5,000

v

Living Room

T~x

Write-Off

available in the· first full year of

up-~~

Bedroom
13'. 11•

o~nership.

·Phone Home

'· -~

·.

.

You can own a 2 bedroom 2 1/2 bath
townhouse with dishwasher, range,
microwave, refrigerator·, washer, dryer,
alarm system, and more.

0
... --. ·t-f-t '
dw :,

v

.

we will pay all closing costs during
our preconstruction sale.

...... Patio . · .·
.

when your dad buys a new town_home and you live in it he will save
52,500 on the down payment.

.. . .

Dad really can save money with
your help. We can help you show
him how. Tell dad to call us
today or come by this w~ek
GROUND FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

UCF

University Blvd.

Ci

~

• $49,900 sole price.S47,400 mortgage amount.
eased on 7Y2% conventional 30-yeor
·
financing . 13% A.P.R. Limited to 3 total loan points.
lnteresl roies subject to change wi thout notice.

Call John Nauman or
Hours:
Cambridge Circle >< j
9·5 Mon.·Fri.
David Parker
;i
Weekends by
(305) 273-0990 .
------S.R. SO
appointment Advantage Develope.m ent Corp.
.
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Cappy's Hair

Des~gn

UNISEX BARBER STYLING
SHAMPOO CUT BLOW-DRY $7.00
(reg. $10.00)
TAPER HAIRCUT $2.50
'(reg. $4.00)
DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD
OR STUDENT I:D.

Mon.-Fri. 9-9
Sat. 9-5

17-B Azalea Park Shopping Ctr.
(Semoran Blvd. and Dahlia Dr.)

273-5815

CPA ·CANDIDATES
FIND OUT WHY

LAMBERS CPA REVIEW

IS AMERICA'S· LARGEST l 00% LIVE INSTRUCTION
CPA REVIEW
CLASSES START SEPTEMBER 4, 1984 .
AT GOSS MEMORIAL METHODIST CHURCH
2113 EAST SOUTH STREET, ORLANDO
. TUESDAY, THURSDAY EVENINGS AND
SATURDAY CLASSES.
FOR FREE SAMPLE CHAPTER AND COURSE INFORMATION
CALL: 305-365-8668 OR 800-343-8414
FREE REPEAT PLAN

On Record

Hank · Williams, Jr./Major
Moves
Warner Bros./Curb Records

*****
Hank Willi~ms, Jr. is
generally · associated with
songs about drinking· and
hell-raising and just plain
having a good time. While
Major Moves does have a few
songs of this genre, such as
"Attitude Adjustment" and
''All My Rowdy Friends Are
Coming Over ·Tonight," it
also shows that Williams is a
very versatile artist.
·
"All My Rowdy Friends" is
· a rocker, with some funky
piano featuring Dickey Betts
(of the Allman Brothers).
"Promises" is a light, bouncy
song that is an improved version ·of the one that Eric Clapton included in his Slowhand
album.
"Video Blues" is a silly lit~e.. ~<?~g_ a~o~-~-the Eri~s ~nd

tribulations of bringing a
VCR into your home. It's sort
of-like comic relief, as is "Attitude Adjustment.''
"Major Moves," the title
tune, is a slow, romantic
ballad, which is something
generally associated with
Williams. "Wild And Blue" is
more of · a hymn, and the
music · is clear and beautiful.
"Mr. Lincoln," on the other
hand, is more of a protest
song, a definite statement
about today's whack~d-out
justice system.
There ' are only two weak
songs on the album-"Country Relaxin"' and "Knoxville
Courthouse Blues," a song
that tells about the dangers of
picking up sweet young
things in bars. To .me, it reeks
of male chauvinism, b~t at
least the music is good.
The real treat on the album,
however has got to be a blues
medley of "My Starter Won't
Start This Morning/Hold Up
Your Hea.q /One Kind
Favor/Trouble In Mind."
Williams introduces them all
by saying, "I ain't crazy
about nothin' but women,
money and blues." He really
gets into the music and
sometimes he almost sounds
like his father. He gets a little
help from such blues
Jumi:µcg:~e_s_ as .. _.~ay Charles

and John Lee Hooker for this
one, and he includes Betts'
slide guitar.
After listening to this
album, I have one regret, and
that is that I did not catch
Williams when he played in
Orlando a few months ago.
Ah, well, maybe next year ...
by Vicki White

· Editor's note: We would
like to thank Cq,melot
Records in Altamonte Mall
for providing the Hank
Williams, Jr. and Conway
Twitty albums for r~view.

Conway Twitty/By Heart
Warner Bros.

*****
By Heart is a collection of
romantic country songs, like
a book of short stories, all
written by different authors,
yet all united by a common
theme-love.
"I Don't Know A Thing
About Love" tells about love
from the moon's point of
. On Record, page 15

SUN STATE FORD
"$400.00 PURCHASE ALLOWANCE TO ALL GRADUATING STUDENTS"
TOP DOLLAR ON ALL TRADE·INS
• Purchase Allowance may be applied toward down
payment of any eligible vehicle.
• Vehicles included are the 1984 Thunderbird, Mustang,
Tempo, EXP, Escort, Bronco II and Ranger. ·
• To qualify you must .show proof of graduation or
intent to graduate within 120 days.
• To take advantage of this offer, you must purchase
an eligible vehicle between May 1 and July 31, 1984
or place an order before June 1, 1984. One vehicle.
per cu~tomer.
• Equal and ascending monthly payment pians available.

MON.-FRI. 8:~0am-9:00pm, SAT. 9:00am-8:00pm, SUNDAY 12-Spm
z0

~

SUN STATE
FORD

3535 WEST
COLONIAL DR.
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 299-5900

*

o.
>
z

-

:z:

~

COLONIAL DR.

EAST·WEST EXPY.
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CLASS STARTS JULY -10!
OCT.13

- On Record----------------from page 14
view: ''I talked to the man in
the moon/I said, "Sir, is she
coming back soon?/He smiled
and stated, "Son, I'm overrated/I've had too much.
credit in those old love
tunes.'' So much for romantic
myths.
"I've Never Had It Bad" is
a good-bye song, but it's not a
heartbreaker like the title implies. "Without You" is a
bouncy, synthesized tune
about a guy whose girl runs
awaY. to New York City. He
ends up feeling like "Dixie
without Georgia.'' ''All My
Life" is a thank-you note to a
very special lady.
Twitty rocks out (!&) with
"Bad Boy," a song for all
those girls out there with high
hopes and big ideas about the
institution
of
holy
matrimony. It's guaranteed
to cool your jets. No, the song
is not about husbands who
· cheat, but about wives who
should cheat.
"Somebody's Needin'
Somebody'' is a three-hanky
special, with lyrics like "In
some little corner of the world
a forgotten soul is waitin' by
' the phone/and right down the
hall someone's in there feelin'
like cryin' 'cause they're livin'
all alone." "By Heart," the title song, is a beautiful, expressive song about how two
people can grow. together so
that they understand each
other implicitly.
"When The Magic Works"
sounds more like a pop song
than a country song, along
the lines of Lionel Richie.
Twitty switches back to good
ole' country for "Call It What
You Want To (It's Still
Love)," whil~ "A Hard Act
To Follow" puts a breakup into theatrical terms-"She's a
hard act to follow/I thought
I'd find some body by
. now/She's a hard act to.
follow/Her leavin' brought
the whole house down."
All in all, the album is slick
and smooth. There's not a
rough spot on it, except for
maybe "Bad Boy," but then
that's the way it's supposed
to be. It's the sort of music
that you like to escape to
after putting up with all the

wrangling and jangling of the ing-roofers, linemen and
day; it's like curling up with a highway workers for instance.
The whole album, though,
good book.
sticks close to the "Born To
by Vicki White
Run" theme, which is that a
man with a faithful woman by
his side can take on the world
and beat the system. Springsteen, however, is not
oblivious to the current music
2238 WINTER WOODS BLVD.
TEST P'llEl'AUTION
SP'CCIALISTS SINCC 1938 SAN JOSE EXEC CENTE~
scene. Police-style guitar
WINTER PARK, FL. 32792
work is heard on "I'm On
Fire" and some quirky organ
work is heard throughout the r - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
album. The smash single ~-=r..r..r..r.r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r.r..r..r..r..or..r..r..r..r..r..r..r.r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r...or..r..r..r..r/...orJ.:l
"Dancing In The Dark" is not
~0
e(\\
indicative of the entire album;
l>-~'\'\ · J\'Q~
~(~
S
"Dancing" .does not feature
\)<?\
~ ~0:
~. ·
Bruce Springsteen/Born In Springsteen's trademark ~ · f>-.~'\ ~ ·'\Oo\S
~@'
O~\Q~
The USA
guitar. while the rest of the §I c..· '"."'x,es~~
~~
~ ~\;
§s
Columbia Records
album flaunts his cool, casual
~vY."
c.
style.
S
~
~
· While the entire album 1s a 8
~
ti
The cover says it all: Bruce- cohesive, well-structured , ~ ~·
.
.
~
Springsteen is the working work
with
themes
N
man's rocker. The long throughout, it does not offer SS
awaited LP ·Born In The anything nearly as powerful 8
·
U.S.A. is out and in the top as "Fade Away" or "Out In ~ ..--Sr<rving the Illustrator, Oes~ gn,~r. Fine Artist, Photographer,
ten in its first week. Not coun- The Street" from the River ~ Draftsman, Architect: Engineer, Calligrapher, and Sign Painter
ting Nebraska, which was a LP. The E Street. Band, as 8
,
·~__x_
·
R
loose assortment of accoustic usual, is a tight, close-knit ~
_
' !;qr-"-ditties recorded in the base- group of musicians who play Sg
8
ment of Springsteen's New well together. The sax ·of ~
S
Jersey residence, Born In The Clarence "Big Man" Clem- ~
3R
U.S.A. is the follow-up to the mons can pack the force of a ~
landmark smash The River.
hurricane or be as gentle as
~
The album, when listened soft · summer day. Roy
to in its entirety, invokes im- Bittan's keyboard work is
~
ages of a black and white simple yet effective, in that it
movie: Springsteen sings of does not distract from the
731 ORIENTA PLAZA
s§
the common man, reflecting authoritative voice ·of "The 8 A_ LT.A.MONTE SPRINGS
•
g
on the social condition in con- Boss."
·
F
by Richard Truett
One block South of 436 on Maitland Ave.
8
t emporary A mer1ca.
rom
~......-...r..r..r..r...r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r.r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..rJ.r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r~
"Dancing In The Dark": " I ,__,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
get up in the evening/Ain't
got nothing to say/I come
home in the morning/ I go to
bed feeling the same way/I
ain't nothing but tired."
What gives Springsteen the
credentials to understand the
common man when he is by
now surely a millionaire? Springsteen, unlike most others
in the entertainment industry
who have succeeded, has not
removed himself from the
public. Rolling Stone reported
last summer that Bruce borrowed a friend 's Pontiac OTO
and drove across the country.
''Working On The Highway''
with its new wavish sounding
guitar work is sort of an anthem for the people who do
back-breaking work for a liv-
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The ship _has docked
and now the deck
at Louis Motorcars
is loaded with subarus.
Buy yours now before
~~~
the selection
is pirated .away.
Nice Selection
of Colors

Why be careful with fire
.in the forest?
Pick a reason.

Blucbl'ils

Columbine

SUBARU
Louis Motorcars
continues with
its tradition
of competitive
.
przces.

LOUIS
MOTORCAR·S

6363 E. COLONIAL DR.

PH. 277·7220
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Fox Hunt La.n es

Goodman
Payton
Associates
Inc.

A ·T oWnhorne Community

YOUR "Home Away From Home"

-\

A Tremendous
Investment
Opp·o rtunity
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STOP PAYING SENT J?OR JOHNNY
Let Johnny help BUY a Townhome.
Invest $500.00. to reserve your Townhome N.ow!

FROM $52,900
r-1
I I

Owner/Occupant financing from ·5 %
Investor financing from 10 % available
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SALES OFFICE
OPEN
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Let Liz or Debbie show
you our neat ·floor plan
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First Floor

lB.
506 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32803
Post Office Box 4 7 8 7
Winter Park, FL 32793
(305) 422-1111

Call (305) 282·4393
.o r 422·1111 after hours.

Rental Information Available
_ Jog or ride your bike to school- .
we're only 1.2 miles from the UCF entrance!

Second Floor

l C 'fJ

